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Senators face little opposition
in upcoming SG elections
branch campuses are vacant activities to run for Senate.
Senate Pro Temp. Chris
as well.
STAFF REPORTER
Brian Handshuh, SG direc- Riebold said that while he is
Apathy was the key word to tor ofinternal affairs, said last relieved to be running unopdescribe the declarations of week that he was disappointed posed, some senators might get
candidacy for Student
by the lack of interest lazy if they have no one contending for their seats.
Gov~rnment Senate
~J · -\ in the elections.
,I!:!· --.,;,f. .·. ~t: ~"'
i-1 '
Handshuh
sa1'd
the
"Competition would hopeelectlons •
.
After
last :- \ :--r. _;:-: ·'# ·
candidacy declaration fully make better senators,"
Thursday's deadline j ,"'::!'.~_"' ~v ~ deadline had been he said. ·
Riebold said thathe and Stufor students to put : .'." ~Student
publicized the saip.e
their names on the . Government I· way as in years past dent Body Vice President Mark
ballot, there were 22
·
and that he thought Dogoli had spoken to members
unopposed senate seats and the Labor Day Holiday did not of several organizations the
night before the deadline.
12 empty seats out of 49 sen- effect the low turnout.
Riebold said he spoke priate seats.
"It's a lot like fashion,
After the deadline fell, no it's either the in thing to do or marily to fraternities and soone is running for any of the it isn't the in thing to do," he rorities, tryingto get those students interested in running for
four seats in the College of said.
Liberal Studies and the seats
Handshuh also said that stu- the empty senate seats.
People still had until Monfor South Orlando and Brevard dents may be too busy with other

"Competition
would .. make
better senators."

by Jennifer M. Burgess
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day to declare write-in candi- harder to get their names out
dacies.
to students.
Howev~r, Chief Election
Johnson suggested write-in
Commissioner Dana Johnson students talk to clubs and ornoted that write-in candidates ganizations to increase their
usually have a tougher time familiarity with the student
than those who have their body.
names on the ballot.
Elections will be held 10
"It's a little more difficult a.m.-7 p.m. Sept. 22 and 23 on
because they have to really . the main campus.
Branch campus elections
campaign," she said.
Johnson said that write-in will be held 4-9 p.m. Sept. 21candidates will have to work 23.

Business council, SG
collaborate on. forum
Students·will get to meet candidates

ins, can participate in the forum but attendance is not
STAFF REPORTER
mandatory.
Although many business
Students will have the op. portunity to meet candidates seats are unopposed, Johnson
for Student Government Sen- said, senators running for
ate Business seats during a those seats should still be at
voters' forum on Wednesday. the forum to meet the students.
''The students have the right
· The forum will be held 10
a.m.-2 p.m. in the atrium of to meet the unopposed people ...
the College of Business Ad- They [the voters] still have to
bubble in the ScanTr<?n," she
ministration.
Sen. Matt Whyte, who said.
Johnson said
helped organize ~~~~~~~~~
the forum, said its
that this is the
"They still have first year that the
purpose is to encourage students to bubble in the forumforthevarito get involved in
ous schools will be
the election proScan Tron. "
held at different
cess.
places on campus.
This event, beJohnson said
• Dana Johnson
ing held in conELECTIONS
she thinks having
junction with
the forums in difUCF's Business••••••••• ferent locations
Leadership Council, "gives stu- instead of on the student cendents the opportunity to meet ter green will benefit the stuface to face with the various dents because the forums will
candidates for the student sen- have more convenient locaate," Whyte said.
tions.
Business Leadership CounMe hers of the student
cil Campus Relations Officer group Registered and Voting
Brynner Yee said the indi- for Education will register stuvidual forums started as an dents to vote in the national
· idea created by the Business election at the forum.
Other colleges will also parLeadership Council. The business forum was a joint venture ticipate in the forums. Johnson
said the Arts and Sciences fobetween the council and SG.
Clay Johnson, a UCF student studying for his doctorate in computer science, spends
Chief Election Commis- rum will take place near the
sioner Dana Johnson said all
a Sunday afternoon reading on the third floor of the library. cM1chae10eH~FuruRE)
candidates, including writeFORUM continued page 5
by Jennifer M. Burgess
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\fou know, itf

)o ridiculouf.

If I dori+ call rny

..

parents every ~vnday at exact~ s. o'clock,
thev thihk I was kidl'\apped by a/ienf. or
)omething. At1'{way, one Suhday t'Y\e ahd
M k we decide to take-off atid checkout

•

+n!r cify. )o \!Je're hal'l9in3. out and I look. a+
my watch. 5 o'cloc/(. Alr19ht., )o rny call1h9
card and r head dowr-i +o the local pool hall.
(Which I happen to know haf apayphohe)

•

•

And I te 11 t~e folks the Marti<:1nr ser.d

-their beft. ''

•

•
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o matter where you happen to be, the
\~11?~~~~~~1\ AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
Wt @j~
It's also the least expensive way to
call state- to- state _on AT&T, when you can't dial
direct. Wtth the new AT&T Call and Save Plan,
you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls:
And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply

for another.
If you get your Calling Card now, your first
call will be free:* And you'll become a member of
. AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
",.,.,.,., ,.,.,.,,., ., ,'" ·.: .: and services that saves students time and money.
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
this world.

1b get an Alm' Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654·0471 Ext. 850.
Cl9')2Am.-·l"aldl.. R:C...,.....tPleuocall .... 800 ......... lilrdNils."lballlflll!M-SJAJllTl.D. c.ni"- ........ 22-c1c:udcrdilect-4lml.ClllSl-tl><Clll.nipmd-caJlo"llluod ......
dll!c1M 6f8fJl. '!bl mild IP-,."-'-.-.. ... ...., .. .....,, ,....aJL o&r blliml tooormiili:a ,........_

ATaT

•

•
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UCF grad overcomes handicap
by Dannie Helm
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTIJRE

)

>

Jenni Gold got an award-for her film work earlier this year.
With her is her boyfriend, Jeff Maynard. (Courtesy .1em1 Gold)

Idea Channel brings
intellect to television
ties. It is only sensible that the
audience which will benefit the
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTIJAE
most from the information proFor everyone who thinks tele- videdbytheidea Channelis scholvision is an intellectual wasteland ars and students from colleges
and universities, Fynan said
- think again.
Fynan said anyone with an
The Ideal Channel is a new
cable channel based in Cleveland idea they would like to share
and founded on the belief that can produce a videotape of a
television can be the communica- discussion explaining the idea.
tion between scholarly thinking The presentation can be anyand a curious world. It should where from 20 to 90 minutes
make its way onto American tele- long. People introducing their
vision screens next month.
ideas should use layman's terms
Bob Chitester, founder and and refrain from the technical
presidentoftheideaChannel,has terminology so the average
been developing his concept for viewer can understand.
the cable channel for years, but it
The videotape should then be
was not until January that the sent to the Idea Channel's headconceptwasputinto ~~~~~~~~quarters in Clevermlicy, said Barbera
lanc;l, where it is
"We do not turn screenedfortechniFynan, of the Idea
anything
cal quality before it
Channel's system
relations departis sent through the
"own."
ment
ui
airwaves.
Chitester has
"Any idea will
plenty of experido," Fynan said.
ence in the televi·Barbara Fynan "We do not tum
sion business. He
IDEA CHANNEL
anything down. If
received his bachthe idea is too farelor of science and master's in fetched or is not clear enough,
radio and television communi- then [we] will give [the person
cations at the University of submitting the video] advice on
Michigan. Chitester started a how to arrive at their target."
PBS station in Erie, Penn., in
The channel has already re1966, just when PBS began to ceived interest from cable compamake its appearance nation- nies across the nation.
The Idea Channel may prove
wide. He also taught communications at Edinboro University to be beneficial not only for the
in Philadelphia
viewers or people looking for a
The main purpose ofthe Idea way to introduce an idea, but
Channel is to allow scholars, also for cable companies, since
researchers, anyone with an the channel will cost the compaidea, project or interesting con- nies nothing to carry on their
cept to introduce the idea to a system, Fynan explained.
viewing audience.
MembersofCablevisionlndusThe channelisgearedtocollege · bies, which provides service to
and university communities, since some of the areas near UCF, said
many rX the ideas would be pre- they hadn't yet heard of the Idea
sented by those active in universi- Channel

by Zlnthla Gonzalez

Overcoming the obstacle of a crippling disease,
recent UCF graduate Jenni Gold has found happiness and success as a film director and producer.
The Central Florida chapter of the Muscular
Dystrophy Association recognized Gold's accomplishments by awarding her the Personal AchievementAwardonthelocalbroadcastofthe1992Jerry
Lewis Labor Day Telethon last week.
"We're proud to share with local telethon viewers
the outstanding achievements of Gold, who represents the hundreds of people with neuromuscular
disorders who are making a difference," Lewis said
in a prepared statement.
Gold, 26, has been confined to a wheelchair since
she was 5 years old due to Werdnig-Hoffman disease, now called spinal muscular atrophy. She began attending UCF in 1988 and graduated in May
with double majors in radio-television and film.
In her pursuit of a Career as a film director, Gold
has made several contributions to the film industry.
She is CWTently editing "Now Showing," a film
which she wrote, directed and co-produced with
UCF senior Lisa Hill.
"Jenni,she'saverydeterminedperson,"Hillsaid
"She's decided that she wants to make this film, she
wants to make it well."
Gold and Hill have worked together on other
projects, but "Now Showing" is the biggest one so far.
The 30-minute film is about a man who adapts the
personalities of characters in the movies he sees.
The women want to enter"Now Showing" in this
year's Alamo Film Competition, a contest for student films at the Fort Lauderdale Film Festival.

''Panic," which Gold wrote, directed and co-produced with UCF graduate Mary Kilgannon, won
second place in the competition last year. It also won
theAcademyofTelevisionArtsandSciencesStudent
Emmy for the southeast region of the United States.
"Panic" is now being shown on local cable program.ming.
·
Gold'smaininterestsaredirectingandproducing.
She became interested in film during volunteer
work for the MDA telethon. In high school, she
worked in a pilot production class, and her work was
aired over the school's closed circuit TV system. She
continued her career as an intern at Universal
Studios and Nickelodeon Studios: Gold, who first
began appearing on the MDA telethon as a small
child, said she doesn't understand.the criticism the
show has received for portraying "Jerry's Kids,"
childrenwithmusculardystrophy,asbeinghelpless.
"Ithlnkit'scrazy,"Goldsaid "Thosepeople,Ihave
no understanding of what their problem is. If it
wasn't for Jerry Lewis and the telethon I wouldn't
even have been able to go to school... Ifit wasn't for
him, they wouldn't be as close to having the cure as
they are."
Gold said that money raised from the telethon
provided her with her electric wheelchair, "hich
costs a few thousand dollars. The association also
pays for repairs on the wheelchair, she said
'The chair has to have repairs and upk~p iftires
orsomethingwearsout,"shesaid. "Anythingforthe
chair is really expensive."
Gold said that her family has always treated her
"like anybody else" and thatsheoften forgets that she
is confined to a wheelchair.
"It's not something you think about every day,"
she said

SG provides ftmds to correct construction oversight
by Jennifer M. Burgess

"During all of the reviews of the arena it was
just never discussed," he said.
Sen. Eric Fetter said funding of the bike rack
TheStudentGovemmentSenatepassedabill isn't SG's responsibility.
"It ticks me off that SG money has to go to lack
Thursday to partially fund a bike rack near the
UCF Arena, even though some senators felt it of planning on the part of some one else," he said.
wasn't their responsibility.
Sen. Dave Kuhl said that he felt that
1
SG will give $1,000 for the construe- , ".!:
J..1 ; the arena was built without considertion of the bike rack. The remainder of !I.-.": -~ ~ ~ : ation of the students' needs.
the funds, $400, will come from an ac- ·' ~·,0;
{
"NoUCFclassesareoutthere... Ifeel
count for the arena.
· ' ""'--- ~
that this isn't necessary," he said.
Pro Temp Chris Riebold said the
Senators said they had been told the · G\Studcnt
oven1ment
bik e rack couldn't bebm.1t f1or two years if
·
funds for the arena came from the Capital Improvement Trust Fund, made up of student
there was no ou~side funding.
Vic Collazo, director of the arena, said about tuition money. He said student money should
275 to 300 students use the weight and aerobics fundtherackbecause''basicallyit'sourbuilding."
rooms in the arena each day, and they are "chainSen. Ana Bugdadi said that SG should fund the
ing [their bikes] to everything."
bike rack because it is a service that the students
Peter Newman, director effacilities planning, need.
said the absence of a bike rack was an oversight
"We have the money and I think we should do
during the construction of the building.
it regardless of whose fault it was," she said.
STAFF REPORTER
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STmENT GOVERNMENT~
SENATE ELECTIONS ~
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It's Your Student Government...
Make Your Vote Count

WHERE:
• On the Green near the Health & Physics Building .
• Between CEBA I & CEBA II
• Next to theEducation Building
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FORUM
FROM PAGE 1
library, the Education forum will
take place by the Education
building, and Liberal Studies
and branch campus candidates
will meet near the Kiosk.

The engineering senators pointed during the summer
and is running for re-election.
will not hold a forum.
Yee said the engineering
At press time, no senators
in the college of engineering senators could not organize a
seats were opposed.
forum due to lack of time. He
"If you have no competition also said that senators could
then you have no incentive to not get the needed support
show up," said Yee, an engi- from the student engineering
neering senator who was ap- council.
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OUR BEST DEFENSE ·
AGAINST THE ALCOHOL OR
DRUG IMPAIRED DRIVER •••
\

0n weekends between 7:00 pm and 3:00 am,
in some parts of the country, 10 percent
of all drivers are legally impaired or drunk.
Your Safety Belt is your best defense against
the alcohol or drug impaired driver.

FREE SUB

BUCKLE

I
I
I

L

UP!

This message is sponsored by the Florida Coalition for Auto Safety Now, Inc., the St<:.ie University
System ol Florida, the Florida Community College System , the Campus Alcohol and Drug
Prevention Project, and BACCHUS chapters in Florid~

Recommended ...
Extra-stength
HP.48! .
•Graphics
combined
with calculus
like never before

Famous For Philly Cheese Steaks

679-2448

•Choose from the

•32 kbytes of
RAM built in

Mon. - Sat. 10 am - 10 pm Sunday 10 am - 9 pm

10042 University Blvd.
Corner of University & Dean

BUY ONE SUB AND TWO 24 oz. II
: DRINKS AND GET ONE SUB FREE :
I
I

:

(OF EQUAL OR I.ESSER VALUE}

:

I

ONE COUPON PER VISIT

I

expandable
HP 48SX or

newHP 48S

•HP Equation Writer
and HP Matrix Writer
applications

INTERNATIONA~ Calculator & Computer
2916 Corrine Dr., Orl, 898-0081

L------------~!~~------------~

You can rely on Kaplan LSAT prep.
The, Roman Numerals question format, sometimes called Triple

$1895

LUBE, OIL CHANGE
& FILTER

$2995

RADIATOR FLUSH
& ANTI FREEZE

Reg.$3495

With Cuopon • Expif'es 9·30·92

True/False, has not appeared on the LSAT since February 1991.

----~-------------

Kaplan caught the change. Not by accident, but because we·have
Until Robots
replace
... your plasma will
always be needed.

a team of professionals dedicated to analyzing the LSAT. Kaplan
updated all lectures, materials and sample tests. So you'll

spend every minute and every dollar getting ready for the test that
you'll actually take.

lncriminatin evidence.
Look at Cracking the LSAT; 1993 Edition. Publisher: The Princeton Review.
Checkpps.16,26,53, 72,80, 104, 120, 147, 151, 195,223. Andespeciallypage
47. Ignore the faint scent of mildew.

For more information on
proven LSAT prep, call:

273-7111

KAPLAN

The answer to the test question

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS:
• Patients in shock
• Bleeding Disorders
• Provide intravenous fluids
for bums, surgery, or
treatments of illness

• Protect against infection
• Accident victims
• Provide clotting factors
on life threatening diseases

"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, Fl. 32805
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50th shuttle success
is more than ample
cause for celebration
ho among us has not watched a space
shuttle roar off of the launch pad and
not been overwhelmed with national
pride? Indeed, there is just something stirring about seeing the awesome power of
those engines as they pour forth the immense columns of fire that propel the shuttle
into space.
Last week marked the 50th successful
launch of a space shuttle mission, and we
thought we'd mark the occasion by taking a
look at the huge amount of money it costs to
operate the program and see if it is worth it.
The nation is in perhaps the worst economic shape in its history.
Millions of Americans are homeless, and
thousands of children go to bed hungry each
night.
Unemployment is higher than it has been
in a decade; the value of the dollar continues
to decline, and the exponential increase of
the national debt threatens to bankrupt our
posterity.
In light of these sobering facts, how can we
justify spending the billions and billions that
go to support NASA?
Easily.
To begin with, humanity is a species of
animal which only survives by progress in
the form of technological advances, be they
accidental or ·a n outgrowth of experimental
work.
From the discovery of fire to the development of chipping stones for the formation of
weapons and tools to the silicone chip and
penicillin, our greatest historical moments
are those that have been based in break, throughs.
.
So - national pride and all that other
sentimental hoopla aside _,__ the space program usually ends up helping all of us in the
long run.
In regards to the space program, we are
already reaping a number ofbenefits. Microwave ovens, digital watches and velcro are
just some of the modem conveniences taken
for granted which grew out of NASA's work.
Medical experiments stand to gain quite a
bit from the opportunity to work with chemicals in a zero-gravity atmosphere.
And we haven't even gotten to Tang or how
much it's helped cable and satellite tv viewers.
Besides, were it not for the space program,
we might still be playing shuffleboard and
pinball machines instead of Nintendo and
Pac-Man.
Finally, the way we insist on polluting and
trashing this planet, we better start checking the neighborhood for a new place to live.
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Give UCF a break: it's great here
Gina Kolasinski

coming university.Now, on first thought, that probably
doesn't seem like much, but I personally think it's
great. When I first started here in 1984 (it seems so long
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
ago when you actually see it in print), the campus was
bile walking around campus the other day, I a good deal smaller. There was no Art Complex or
couldn't help but think how nice it is to be back _ Arena or Engineering and Business Administration
at UGF. Yes, you read that right- it's nice to building nor was there a single Greek house on campus.
be back at UCF.
The Research Park was a fraction of what it is now.
I receivedboth my bachelor and masters degrees Both Alafaya and University were two-lane roadsfroin good old U ofCF which makes me living proof that hard to imagine now! What struck me most about UCF,
UCF does, in fact, mean U CAN Finish as opposed to though, was that people hardly knew it was here - I
what the more cynical among us would have you sincerely believe there were people in Orlando who
believe. So what, you may bewondering, what am I still didn't even know where UCF was.
doing here? fm glad you asked!
Things have changed a lot since 1984. The campus
Forthepasttwoyears,IwasattheUniversityofFlorida has added buildings and parking lots (after dealing
working on my doctoral degree when I decided that I just with parking at UF I don't even want to hear anybody
wasn't on the right piit:h. toward my career goals. To make here complaining!). Orlando residents actually go to
averylongstoryshort,Ichangedmyfieldofstudytohuman Knight football games, UCF billboards can be seen
around the city and, finally, the bookstore isn't the only
factors psychology which brought me back to UCF.
At any rate, save for the short introduction about place to buy UCF stuff. Most importantly, though, UCF
myself, I'd really just like to point out some of the good is building a national reputation for itself in many
things about being at UCF. After going through the areas - and we' re all a part of it!
It is kinda neat to be at a very old university which
sometimes nightmarish registration process, coughing
up hundreds of dollars for tuition and a near equal is rich in history and tradition, but I think it's even
amount for books and waiting in line after line after more fun to be a part of a maturing university which
line, it's sometimes hard to find any good in any ofit. you can see growing, not only physically but also in ·.
You know what, though? Constantly dwelling on all of reputation and status.
The bottom line: it's easy to get caught up in all of the
the crummy things just gives you ulcers.
I don't just want to give you a dry list of things; beginning-of-the-school-year grumbling and griping,
instead, rd rather concentrate on what I think is the so give those angry words a rest for a moment andjust
most unique thing about being here: UCF is an up-and- ~e happy to be here - I am.
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How about an English requirement for the faculty?

--

Brandy Gill
CAMPUS COMMENTARY

0

K, you've stood in lines stretching for miles, or

so it seems, to register for classes. You end up
with nothing that you wanted to take. As if you
expected to get what you wanted anyway. So, at add/
drop, you stand in another line that stretches beyond
, the disappearing point on the horizon. You've waited
for hours in the heat and humidity, using sheer strength
of will to stave offhunger and exhaustion, then finally,
it's your turn!!! Hi! My name is ... oops sorry... my soc.
sec. # is 234-456 -678 and I want English, Math, and
Science. What !??! They're all closed? How about ...
What do you mean I can only take these ... well... ifthat's
i
all you've got I'll drop this and take this. Disappointed
and tired, the lone freshman trudges off to his dorm in
dread anticipation of his first day of classes.
•
Morning breaks and the sun rises. The hellacious
cacophony of a zillion alarm clocks followed by groans
of agony ring throughout the campus. One by one, the
frosh drag themselves from bed and into the showers.
Aft.er the usual morning ritual of teeth-brushing and

all arrive at their classes. Seated, in eager anticipation
of the arrival of their prof., they babble among them-

selves. Suddenly, like a pack of zebras spotting a
hungry lion, they fall silent and tense as HE ent.ers the
room. Quietly and efficiently HE passes out the syllabi.
A quick look reveals nothing that would make one run
out and commit sukiyaki, and a unanimous sigh of
relief fills the classroom.
The pro£ writ.es his name on the board ... he turns and
says ... "khhhalllokklas. MinamisProfessoooorRikkkhardo
Kasssaniaopoloias. Todai we tak aboot Khhhalquloos."
What?! What did he say??!! Panic takes grip of each
feeble young mind and squeezes. AAArrgh! How am I
supposed to learn calculus if I can't understand what the
hell the professor is trying to say?? After all rve gone
through toget this lousy class, I wind up with a teacher who
speaks some alien dialect that is supposed to be English. I
wonder, do the people in the administration who hire
teachers speak this foreign tongue? Does everybody? I
know UCF is a multicultural, multilingual institute of
higher learning, but the official language spoken in this
institute, let alone this country, is English. In order to
learn from.another person, one must be able to communicat.e. I think whoever does the hiring around here
should listen to some of these profs. speak before they
start handing over our money, or maybe they should
get a new job, eh?

by Mark Weitzman

11

Whoa! Great parking spo.t! I'm in lot 'ZZ'."
C111111 Mark Weitzman

Distributed by Tribune Media Services
(

University life provides opportunities to get peeved
easier to unroll.
When the toilet paper is hung under, I usually sit
there
for 10 seconds spinning the roll to find the first
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
sheet. Granted, this is more of a minor annoyance
than it is rude. It's.not even caused by students. But
was quietly working in the computer lab the I feel that it needed to be mentioned.
other day, when a metallic noise caught my
I often wonder if it's not just a clever way for the
attention. I look over and see some bozo sitting at custodial staff to get back at us.
the next workspace listening to a walkman and not
· 2) Riding bicycles on the sidewalk. Ooh, this really
caring about the noise spill-over he's creating. I gets my goat.
allowed this tinny thumping to continue for all of
It's one thing to ride your bicycle on campus when
three minutes.
everything is quiet. However, ~hen you ride across
Then, in my consternation, I jumped out of my campus in the middle of the day, when the sidewalks
seat, tore the headphones out of their socket, and are crowded, it is rude as hell!
proceeded to smack the geek about the head and
Sidewalks are made for walking not riding, hence
shoulders with my Mead five subject spiral note- the name "sidewalk." If the campus is too congested
book. He stopped bothering me.
for you to maneuver your bicycle through the crowds,
As I wander around this campus, I am incessantly get off and walk. You do not have the right of wayconfronted by my pet peeves. It is amazing how many ever!
annoying andjust plain rude things that we students
By the way, to the guy who ran into me the other
partake in.
day, please buy some training wheels, your daddy let
rm sure that everybody has been a victim of the go just a little too soon.
noisy walkman, but there are many other inconsid3) Leaving your papers saved on the computer
erate things we do to each other that are just as rude. lab's soft.ware. How hard is it to quickly erase your
Allow me to enumerate them.
files after you are done with the computer?
1) The toilet paper in the bathrooms is hung under
If you don't know how, ask the lab assistant. It's
making the first sheet difficult to find. I am an "over" that simple.
man, myself, and I am not alone.
By the way, some girl recently wrote a very interI read somewhere that 80 percent of Ameri- esting paper entitled "Reality in the Use of Job
cans prefer their toilet paper to be hung over so Descriptions." Good job Robin; I hope you get an"A."
that the feeder sheet is on the top and therefore
Kappa Sigma, way to be with the party flyer! And

IeeGrutman

I

to whoever wrote about their silver, 1991 Ford Escort Pony that's not too big or fancy with the outside
that has a "cute" look, I'm glad that the smooth
surface of your car is rust-free as well as dent-free.
Perhaps you'll get a "C."
4) Taking down fliers when your event is over.
This is a biggie.
There are few things that get my dander up more
than fliers.
If you put up an advertisement for anything,
please, please, please take it down when it is no
longer useful! It is a simple matter of taking responsibility for your actions. I think that if a individual or
organization fails to take down their propaganda,
their privileges should be taken away for several
months.
Hey, how was your PTK picnic on Sunday, Aug.
30? Did everyone show up at Lake Claire between 37p .m.?
Yo! Student Government Association! How was
the turnout at the Student Organization Activities
Fair on Wednesday, Sept. 2? Lookie here! Another
Student Government Association flyer. How did the
yearbook sale outside of Add/Drop, Aug. 25-28, go?
Don't worry, I pulled down all of your old fliers I
could find. If you let them go this long again, I'm
going to use them to light a fire under your ass in
order to get you moving in a beneficial direction.
So, that's it for this installation of pet peeves.
Perhaps some of this stuff will actually be corrected.
Yeah, right.
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Brothers-Thanks for all your time,
dedication and support this weekend
for your help in Miami with the
American Red Cross. ATn our
difference is wha: makes us the
strongest! Thanks again all brothers who
helped out. Can you name these
pledges? Yack-erman, Tony the doormat TIGER, Chris close-shave? Hey
Ron and Bill-Are you drawing a blank
(oooh?) Don't forget BigBro-LilBro
ceremony Tues. nite at the house.
Angelo & Lou-more fired up than a mx
missile! TBMT and see ya!
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Cock-a-doodle-cloo Tracy, Chris, Zac,
An®a, Mujeeb, and Mary. Thanks for
rising with the roosters to help at the
career expo. Nelly, what a RUSH! Are
you sure you weren't an army reauiter
in a past life? Congratulation pledges.
Good luck from smooth and AKY.
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Hey DeltaSigs! Thanks to Lisa Vining &
Dr. Fandt for speaking at MTC. Fundraiser Wed. meet at UCF 5-5:20 we're
going downtown, big$, no car washes!
Also, vote wisely on Wed.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
Congrats new brothers & welcome Sig
Ep stud pledges. (How's that cheer go?)
Sig Ep football is opening Weds. vs.
IX. Show support. Tasmanian Devil is
Sat-Be prepared!

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Fall 92 is on!! Come out Wednesday's
football opener vs. some other team.
Thanks to Scott Ba~gett and Pete
Wengert for kale1dascope!I All
brothers ... Cane week is on its way,
stay tuned. Make plans for Southern
Gents, October 10. The tradition
continues ...
Anybody interested in going to New
Orleans contact ·Air Assault Flag Football• at You-Lose. Last chance·for some
of you 1rat boys•.

CLUB INFO
UCF Environmental Society
Join our meetings every Wednesday
at 5pm in the SOL (across from the
campus mailboxes) Annual beach
clean-up Sat. Sept. 19th. For more info
call 679-1138.
SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team
would like to invite anyone interested to
take part in our weekly meetings at 4pm
every Wednesday. For more info call
823-5841 see you there!
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The Entreprenuers Club is holding an
Orientation meeting Wednesday 9/16
@ 6pm in BA 134. ALL MAJORS
WELCOME. Leam to run a business.
Improve your resume. Free drink & food
299-5545.

ROOMMATES
FN/S serious minded $300/mo + util
call/ leave message 699-7824
Female roomate wanted. Nonsmoker.
Furnished bedroom $250 per month
plus 1/2 utilities. 4 miles from UCF. Pool
& rec. area acess. Call anytime
273-5840.
Female nonsmoker to share 3/2 home
in quiet neighborhood. Pool & spa,
·wash/dry, wood floors, ac. Must love
clogs. $250 + 1/3 elec. 896-370.

FOR SALE
3br/2ba 1 1/2 mi. from UCF $99,500
657-6737.
Solid light oak dining table & four chairs.
Bought $1100. Sell for $500. Country
style 823-5393 or 240-5275.
Violin $100 3/4 size w/bow and case.
Leave message at 381-4843.
200 watt Sony stereo component
system with 5 disc cd changer, eq,
tuner, dual cassette, 3 way, 3 ft
speakers, and cabinet $600 OBO. Call
Tracie 380-0959.

$22.17/hr professional company seeks
students to sell popular college •party•
t-shirts (includes tyedyes) Choose from
12 designs. 1991-92 average $22.17/
hr sales over twice average first month.
Orders shipped next day. Work on
consignment wino obligation or
purchase for $5.95-up (VISA/MC
accepted)
Call
free
anytime
1-800-733-3265

Female to share 2/2 apt. $250/mo. +
1/2 utilities includes master bedroom +
bath, pool, laundry facilities, tennis +
more. Small pets welcome. Aprox. 15
min. from UCF. Call Vicky at 380-1531.

486-SX 25MHz IBM clone, 130MB HD,
4MB RAM, 1.2 or 1.44 FD, color VGA
monitor, tower case. $995. 6n-1121.

RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.

Female to share 28/28 furnished
waterfront duplex w/same. $250/mo +
1/2 util, $150 deposit, 2 1/2 miles from
UCF. Call 657-1903 evenings.

WHY PAY RENT?
Condo for sale. 2BR/2BA upstairs end
unit with many upgrades. Pool, tennis
courts, and jacuzzi. All for less than
what you pay in rent! Asking 55,000. All
offers considered. Call 855-2948 for
more info.

AUTOS
Free Apartment Finding Service

Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 2/2 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

2 bedroom 2 bath duplex. Walk to UCF.
$460/month. Call 281-6545.
2 BR 2 BA townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865.

2/2 walk to UCF, big fenced in backyard, washer/dryer, ceiling fans. $450
mo. Call Mike 1-800-559-1537 or
639-1537.
2/2 apt 1 mi. from UCF. Dishwasher,
fans, wash/dry. $450. 365-7532.
Great little 2 BR house 6 mi. from UCF.
Corner of Red Bug &Aloma 365-3352.
Lowest price in Winter Park, close to
UCF, beautiful 1 bed 1 bath condo, pool,
tennis, etc. $370/mo. Prefer a
nonsmoker, no pets. Call 682-2,532.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 ext S-4628
Toyota Calica GT, red, sunroof, well
maintained, runs great. Must sell now.
$1250 or best-make me an offer. Call
380-5942.
1986 Suzuki Samauri, runs perfect, 4wd,
4spd, new tires, tinted windows, stereo,
bra, asking $3200, 679-6096.

r.tfl A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service
and your State Forester

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter qua6tyAaser printilg.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735

Laura's Typing SVC Wordperfect 5.1 free
pickup + del notary 696-2611
THE WORD PROCE3SORS-Typing
Service. Quality work at reasonable rates.
Call 366-0454 or 384-6071.

LOST AND FOUND

EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW!
Envelope stuffing--$600-$800 every
week. Free details: SASE to
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230.

LOST: prescription eye glasses with goldcolored frame and hard black case.
Possibly lost in Business Administration
Bldg. on Wednesday, 9-02-92. If found,
please call Brad at 277-7829.

Telemarketers
START TODAY
$6.25HR, GUARANTEED 40HRS.
MEDICAL BENEFITS +
EXCELLENT BONUS INCENTIVES
Year round, full & part time positions
avail. 1:30 to 9 pm, Monday-Friday; Sun,
5-8 pm. Stop hearing about what you
could make & get it guaranteed. Call
657-0048. YOU'LL BE GLAD YOU DIDI

TUTORS
ACCOUTING TUTOR

ALL LEVELS:
Beginning, intermediate, graduate
CPA/former college instructor
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 256-1140.

Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper.
Part-time help wanted 4 miles fromUCF
flexible hrs, air conditioned office, earn
$4.35 to $9.00 hour, limited openings.
Call671-4111.

Attention ESUlnternational students: Do you
need professional help passing English I,
II, speech, or the English grammar/ essay
portion ot the CLAST? I have 8 years experience tutoring and teaching English grammar,
writing, and speaking to international college
students: a master's in English ed.: and have
scored CLAST. Dawn Taylor, 407-323-6095.
$25 per hr.

SERVICES

HELP WANTED

BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP
ON WHEE!.S
WE COME TO YOUR DORM,
HOME OR OFFICE.
PHONE 699-4400

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000

In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65

First Quality Second Languages offers 12
languages for school, business & travel.
Days, evenings, & weekends. Reasonable
rates 849-1931 .
I

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5418

•

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES

TYPISTS

Childcare $4 per hour Friday mornings
9: 15-11 :45 and/or any other morning
9:00-1 :00. Call 366-8540.

-STUDENTSBUY OR SELL GOOD CLEAN
FURNITURE ALWAYS FAIR PRICES
WE ALSO OFFER SMALL
MOVING OR DELIVERY SERVICES
359-8888

llOKEY

~

I

Help wanted-earn up to $500 per
week assembling in-demand products
in your home. No experience. Info
504-646-1700 Dept P307.

Gold turbine wheels with 205-15 in.
firestone tires. Fits chevy cars. $150
Call 298-0413.

FOR RENT

European Travel Resources (endorsed by
Europe through the Back Door). Free
budget travel seminars. Back Door travel
bags and guide books. Watch CH 24
PBS-TV, 13-week series, -rravels is
Europe with Rick Steves• begins Sunday, Sept. 27. Jerry Arter (407) 699-9579.

Telephone sales reps-Ticketmaster.
Clear, pleasant speaking voice.
Excellent communication skills. Will
train. Bilingual a Plus. Apply at 225
E. Robinson St. #355 9-5 Mon-Fri.

$252.50 Sell 50 funny, college T-shirts
and make $252.50. No financial
obligation. A Risk Free program. Avg.
sales time=4-6 hours. Choose from 12
designs. For more info. call free
1-800-733-3265.

8

PERSONALS
DATING CONNECTION
Central Florida finest friendship or romance
Leave your own voice message someone is
waiting for you. Call 1-900-285-9677
$2.40/mn 24 hrs.

Iver Get Somebody
Total~ Wasted!
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Outlanders provide nature
lovers break from classes
by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

~

With classes in full swing and
heads buried in the books, students are looking for a break.
Aworthwh:ilediversionmaybe
the activities that the Outlanders
Club has planned this semester.
The Outlanders is a general
outdoor club, engaging in activities like camping, hlking, freshwater and deep sea fishing, horseback riding and canoeing.
"The focus of the club is to
encourage people to come outside and enjoy what nature has
to offer and get away from their
television," club vice president
Sandra Renteria said.
The club became an official
organization at UCF in Janumy
and is now up to 55 members.

Scott Giddiens started the
club at the beginning of the Fall
1991 semester in an effort to
meet new people.
"It was a dream of mine to
start a club like this; so one
night I decided to go for it,"
Giddiens said. "I never expected
to make it an official club and I
never expected this type of interest. I also didn't expect the
.club to grow as fast as it has and
get as big as it has gotten."
The club accommodates a wide
variety of people and interests.
"We are always open to opinions and new ideas for outings,"
Renteria said "We also would love
to have more people oome out."
Club meetings are held every Tuesday at 4 p.m at the
gazebo between Phillips Hall
and the bookstore.

For All Your
Eye Care Needs.

Scoreboard

9

FOOTBALL
FROM PAGE 12

First downs
Rushes-yards
Passing
Return yards
Comp-AU.Int
Punts
Fumbles-lost
Penalties-yBrds
Time of possession
0
' 21

B-CC
UCF
UCFUCFUCFBCCUCF-

Wildcats 3
B-CC
22
49-261
137
38
15-30-5
4-34.0
4-3
8-74
34:15

Knights28
UCF
20
39-187
236
50
12-28-3
3-40.3
5-2
9-91
25:45
3
0

0
0

3
28

0
7

Mike Dickinson 44 pass from Darin Hinshaw (Franco Grilla kick)
Gerod Davis 5 run (Grilla kick)
Dickinson 49 pass from Hinshaw (Grilla kick)
Paul Thurmond 28 FG
Dickinson 20 pass from Hinshaw (Grilla kick)

Attendance - 12,075
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
RUSHING - UCF, Blake 3-17, Thow 2-17, Bright 1-1, Hinshaw 8-9, Davis 22-125,
Menello 1-15, Anderson 2-3; B-CC, Jackson 14-44, White 1-5, Atkins 15-69, Culmer 56, Daniels 14-137
PASSING- UCF, Hinshaw 28-12-3 236; B-CC, Jackson 20-8-2 83, Hall 10-7-3 54
RECEIVING- UCF, Rhodes 4-68, Dickinson 5-141, Davis 1-9, Anderson 2-18; B-CC,
Hewitt 1-36, Spencer 3-21, White 1-6, Atkins 3-27, Culmer 2-16, Daniels 3-21, Cole 2-10
MISSED FIELD GOALS- UCF, Grilla 48, 42,43; B-CC, None

all three of his field goal ·attempts, failing from 48, 42 and
43 yards.
The defense was led by linebackers Rick Hamilton and '
Scott Ariail, who each recorded
10 tackles; the defensive sec-_,
ondary also came into its own.
by picking off five passes, two
by comerback Allen Powell.
The second victory of the
season marked McDowell's
50th in his eight seasons at the
helm of UCF, and increased
his record to 4-1 against
Bethune-Cookman.
The Fighting Knights have
beaten their first two opponents by a combined score of
99-24, but expect to be tested
by the 2-0 Trojans ofTroy State
[AL] University Saturday
night at the Citrus Bowl.

• •

• Complete Eye Exams
• Contact Lenses
• Prescription Glasses
• Sunglasses

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS
2911 Red Bug Road • Casselberry • (407) 695-2020
Major Credit Cards Accepted

FUTONS &
BARSTOOLS

881 Semaran Blvd.
Casselbany, n 32707
. II Samoran (436) and Bad Bag '""·
Im ID Hanes Fumitur&

PRESENTS

FREEDOM
FROM

Trek bikes are reduced to the guaranteed lowest prices of the year.
In order to make way for the 1993 line, every '92 Trek must go.
Come in and see the sole of the summer.

a unique program to help you

KICK THE CIGARETTE HABIT!

ORIENTATION
9-23-92
QUIT DATE
.10-14-92
All Students, Faculty, and Staff Welcome!
Sessions are Wednesdays, 1-2 PM

\.,,.'Mk"
'JI'(<'

Trek 7000 Aluminum Mountain Bike

Briog your bike to tbe BIKE ""1IB
ll)ObHe repair service Every WedQesday across frOll) tl)e
Wild Pizza-OCF call)pus

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
823-5841

_________________________________________________ ________________
.;....

~_.;.;..._
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1992 UCF Rugby Schedule
September
19
26
October
10
17
24
31
November
7
14
21
December

5

U. of FLORIDA
at U. of South Florida
at Bay Area Rugby Football Club
State Championship1
at West Palm
TAMPA MEN'S CLUB
RON HORSE MEN'S CLUB

HOMECOMING/ALUMNI GA.ME
at Jacklonville
Re111onal1 or Weat Palm

Ea1tern Rugby Union Championship•
or Orlando Tournament

*all games begin at 2 p.m.
••an home games are played on the intramural fields

Would you
help a woman
being raped
by a stranger?
...

How abou,t a :
woman being.
rap~d by a ·
' 1 friend?
I

•

1

•

UCF Team
Dentist

i

You're at a p!lrty.

Thr!te's lots of drinking
gohg or. Some guyt..
:rre having iex with a
young w.:>rr an whose
drink they've spiked.
iou don'• interfere,
1.hi.iking it's no big Jeal.

UCF
Good
Knight
Offer

$25.00 Exam
With X-Rays

Well, th': law se !S it
difff.rer.rly. Becrnse if
she's unable t0 give hec
consent to have .>ex, it's
rape. A fek ny.
Punishable by pris.m.

. (4 Bitewing 0274)
(Initial Exam 0110)

With Valid Student l.D.
Expires 12/31 /92

It lene[ts ~Vl:ryone for
ym: to stoJ:.i it fr<>m
happen:'ng. Y.:>u'll he
keeping a woman from
hemendous emotion?l
pain if you do. Ard you
could be helping your
friends commit a crhne
if you don't.

1,

Corner of 50 and Alafaya

282-2101
•The pabent and any other penon rcspor.1ble for payment hu & right to rcfuee lo pay, cancel payment, or be n:unb1111C<for
payment for~ other eemce exlll1lll&bon, or treatment which 11 performed u a rc111lt d and within 72 howl d rcapon~ lo
lhe advcrtu1ement for a hee 1CJY1CC, cununabon or tiutment.

THE BEST COMEDV...... FREE!I~
<'}

TONIGHT 9 PM WILD PIZZA

DEAN HUSEMAN
llROlfN
HAG
IJ~(~'l'UllE

SERIES

of the College of Business

"After All I've Done For You: Managing
the Equity Factor in Relationships"
Wednesday, Sept. 16th 11 :30 AM
President's Board Room

Dead Again
Sunday, Sept. 20th
6:30& 9PM

Wild Pizza

Bugsy

B R I D G

C LA

Sunday, Sept. 27th
6:30& 9PM

Wild Pizza
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RUGBY

•

FROM PAGE 12
-------------------~

Yournewhome ·
awayfromhome
•

Drop in and discover why Kink.o's is the most popular
hangout on campus.
t Quality copy services
t Full color copies
t In-store computer rental
t Presentation materials
t Binding and finishing
t School supplies
t Resume packages

said, "although we need to be a
little more fit."
Both Smith and Gingell not.ed
the that the ream already has
Saturdays game on their minds.
The University of Florida are the
defending stat.e champions and
are in the number two spotbehind
the Knights.
Last year the situation in the
standings was the same 8t this
point in the season. UCF won the

regular season game but lost in
the championships. Two years ago
the result.s were the opposite, with
UCF winning the title.
The series has turned these
two schools into arch rivals.
"It's our biggest game every
year," Gingell said "And that's
what we work for. I think we're
gonna take them. It'salsoachance
for us to take a look at them before
the state championships."
"We're as ready for Florida as
we've ever been," Smith said
"We're finally glad to have them at
home. It'll be a tough game."

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
a~d Money!!!

.O UTLET·

. Belz Factory
·Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on roQular ·merchandise with UCF ID

PRl\:CIJ>LES of SOL' :'\[) RETIRE ,\\E\:T ll\\'ESTll\G
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The most important reason for
the scrimmage was to give game
experience to the newcomers before playing Florida.
First-year player York
Hollingsworth was excit.ed about
playing in his first game.
"For my first game, I played
pretty well," Hollingsworth said
"It's fast and fun. You can hit, but
you have to control it. I love it.."
Saturday's regular season
opener against the University
of Florida begins at 2 p.m. on
the intramural fields. Admission is free.

... --------,

Looking for :
Students I
. .
.
I
maJonng in: 1

I.
Marketing and Advertising I
- Finance - Management Marketing - sales related
courses of study for paid
work and experience in advertising sales with opportunities for advancement.

The Central Florida Future,

the student newspaper
for UCF, is currently
seeking students interested in earning money
while gaining practical
experience in the area
of advertising sales.

Benefits include:
Generous commissions - Flexible work
schedule - Potential
to advance to position
ofAdvertising Manager
in fall.
These positions are open to any
UCF student with an int.erest
in advertising account sales as
well as building a strong resume.
Please contact Sharon Thomas at (407) 823-2601 or stop
by the CFF Business Office on
Libra Drive.

•

IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

C

an't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take ·
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll '.ave to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deservewith flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Basuring the future
for those wbo shape it.SM

·~
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Got an opinion?
Get paid for it.
At the Central Florida Future,
we'll give you more than a
penny for your thoughts. We
are in need of commentary
writers as well as editorial cartoonists. Positions are available now and in the fall.
If you have an opinion to express, can write or draw and
are dependable, call us at 8236397 or visit our trailer behind the former an domes off
of Libra Drive. 1

We'll make your twocents worth worth more.

TAU THE KEYt
CALL ACAB.
TAKE ASTANO.
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McDowell gets 50th win as Knights start 2-0
Dickinson scores three
TD's in 28-3.pasting
by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

UCF wide receiver Mike Dickinson
caught three touchdown passes and
the Fighting Knights' secondary picked
off five passes to lead UCF past the
Bethune-Cookman Wildcats 28-3 before 12,075 at the Citrus Bowl Saturday night.
The Fighting Knights, 2-o; who were
ahead 21-0 at the end of the first quarter, appeared to be in position to march
to another romp similar to their 71-21
thrashing of Gardner-Webb, but the
offense slowed down, and allowed the
Wildcats to stay in the game until the
fourth quarter.
"We knew we could take advantage
of them before the game," Dickinson
said. "But after we jumped out to that
large lead our heads got big and we
came out of our game."
After totaling 254 yards in the first
half, the offense gained only 152 yards
in the second half. The Knights' ground
game picked up only 62 yards after the
intermission, after gaining 108 in the
first half.
UCF's scoring drives included three
touchdown tosses from quarterback
Darin Hinshaw to Dickinson, two of
which came in the first quarter, and
freshman running back Gerod Davis
scored on a 5-yard run during the first
quarter.
Hinshaw completed 12 passes in 28
attempts for 236 yards and three touchdowns, but threw three interceptions.
"I missed a lot of receivers and just
didn't play to my ability," Hinshaw
said.
"Darin is going to have to refine his
skills a little," head coach Gene McDowell said following the game. "Our

The bend-but don't-break defense of the UCF Fighting Knights yielded 325 total offensive yards to the
Wildcats of Bethune-Cookman, but allowed only three points. cM1c11ae1 o.HoowFuruRE}
offense won't go with him throwing
wild pitches."
Hinshaw has thrown seven touchdown passes in two games, four ofwhich
were aimed at Dickinson.
"Mike was our big play guy last
year, but Darin has to look around
more; he had other choices," McDowell
added. "He has worked more with Mike
and feels comfortable with him.
"I guess that's one of the advan-

tages of working out with the quarterback all summer."
The Knights scoring started on their
second possession in the first quarter
when Hinshaw hit Dickinson for a 44yard touchdown - a drive which took
pnly eight seconds.
Hinshaw and Dickinson then
clicked again later in the quartei~ connectingfor a 49-yard touchdown reception; Dickinson then hauled in a 20-

CEN!RAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Senior Mike Dickinson has emerged

a5 the clutch wide receiver for the UCF
football team this season.
All that Dickinson accomplished in
the Knights' 28-3 victory over the
Bethune Cookman Wildcats Saturday
night was catch five passes for 141 yards
including three touchdown passes.
"I was able to turn the defender on two
post patterns on the first two touchdowns," Dickinson said. "The last one
was set up by a post reception by [wide
receiver] David Rhodes when we came
back with a post comer route."
On his last TD reception, Dickinson
ran a fake to the inside leaving BCC's
defensive back Mark Harrington behind
and then crit outside to find himself
alone in the end zone.
"The defender bit on the inside and all
I had to do was play catch with Darin
[Hinshaw] for the easy score."
"Mike has the knack to get open time
after time," Hinshaw said. "He makes
my job a lot easier."
Dickinson excelled ·at track and football at Killian High School in Miami. He

t
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Rµgby club set ,
to take on UF

Dickinson emeiges as top
dog in Knights' air attack
by Glenn carrasqulllo

yard TD reception in the fourth quarter to finish the scoring.
Defensively the Fighting Knights
held tough, allqwing only13Tyards in
the air and 198 on the ground.
The defense also caused eight turnovers, but the Knights were able to
turn them into Just 14 points.
Placekicker Franco Grilla missed

ran a 10.1 seconds 100 yard dash in high
school and also won the 880-yard regional as a prep.
At 5-feet-10 inches, 170 pounds,
Dickinson makes up for lack of size with
sure hands and the ability to run precision pass routes.
"Mike is about as consistent as any
football player at any level," said offensive coordinator and quarterback coach
Mike Kruczek. "He has become a quality
receiver and a go to guy in the clutch."
Dickinson shared the lead in pass
receptions for the Knights last year with
Brett Cooper. He caught 42 passes for
571 yards, a 13.6 average.
Through two games this season
Dickinson has caught 8 passes, including four TD's, doubling his intake as a
junior, when he scored only twice on pass
receptions.
Dickinson set a school record in 1991
by returning three punts for touchdowns
in the Knights' first five games, just one
shy of the NCAA record held by four
players. The last player to accomplish
that feat was Howard HuckabyofFlorida
A&Min 1987.
Ifthere is any rap at all on Dickinson's
play this year, it is that he sometimes

by Jenny Duncanson
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A long summer is over and the UCF <

Rugby team is readyt.o take on all challeng-

Mike Dickinson has four TD grabs in
two games. (Mlchae1 o.HoowFUTUREl
receives a little too much attention from
QB Darin Hinshaw.
The offensive coaches of UCF have
become concerned that the HinshawDickinson battery has become a little too
predictable to opposing defenses.
"Darin may look to Mike a little too
much," Kruczek said.
"Mike runs excellent routes and has
good hands," head coach Gene McDowell
added. "Andhe'salsoagreatfriendofthe
quarterback."

SPORTS BRIEFS page f 0

ers and defend their state ranking. The
Knights are number one in the standings. '
The team began the season with the
traditional opening scrimmage against the
Orlando Men's chm. The scrimmage give
UCFachancetolookatthenewplayersand
see what kind of shape the veterans are in
and also serves as a try-out for Orlando.
The first game against both teams' veterans went t.o Orlando, 5-0, but the team
feels very good about the kind ofshape they
are in and their playing ability.
Club treasurer, Ken Smith, who plays
the hooker position and has been with the
teamfortwoyears,feelsstronglyabouthow
the team will peri'orm this year.
"Our team overall looks better than it
has in a couple yoors," Smith said "We lost /
two key players and changed some positions, but we look better; and the longer we
play together the better we get."
Team co-captain Rob Gingell shares
Smith's belief in the team.
"I think we looked pretty good," Gingell /

RUGBY continued page 11
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cooby Doo, where are you?
Over here on the Cartoon Network,
Shaggy.
·
Ted Turner, the man who brought us 24 hour
news. has created a Cartoon ~etwork which will
bring viewers around-the~clock cartoons.
"TheJetsons," "The Flintstones" and "Scooby
Doo" are among the various cartoons that will call
the new network their home, starting Oct. 1.
The Cartoon Network will draw on the vast
reserve of cartoons Turn er has had in his possession since his $320 million purchase of Hannah
Barbara last year.
Including the cartoons he already owned from
his purchase of MGM's library. the Cartoon Network has over 2.000 hours of cartoons - enough
to go for 84 days straight without a single repeat.
The chances for the Cartoon Network's success seem high regarding his past track record.
The other networks Turner has created have all
been successful.Tum er Network Television, which
Turner put on the air four years ago, is now one of
the most successful cable channels. Turner also
launched Cable News Network, CNN Headline
News and Turner Broadcasting Systems, all of
which are making healthy profits.
Response so far from advertisers has been
good. Almost 60 percent of available air-time has
already been purchased through 19"93.
There are plenty of dynamite-laced cakes and

S

exploding cigars forthe network to overcome. The
biggest problem is getting programming time from ·
cable companies. most of whose channels are
already filled to capacity.
The only Central Florida cable operator that has
committed to carrying the Cartoon Network is
Telestat, which serves 18,000 homes in Orange
and Osceola counties. The others - including
Storer and Cablevision, the two lar9est local operators, have no plans to carry it at the present
time.
There is also the possibility of yet another Acme
exploding bowling ball going off: Congress. Impending Senate legislation would allow the federal
government to regulate the rates cable operators
can charge.
If it were to pass, many cable companies would
not be able to afford to upgrade their equipment,
allowing for more channels. This would diminish
the opportunities for the Cartoon Network to gain
cable programming time.
Currently, the Cartoon Network faces a great
deal of competition from what few channels are
open. The Sci Fi Channel is scheduled to go on air
Sept. 24. Two all game show channels are in the
works and there is atso Talk TV and the Crime
Channel, not to mention Music Television's planned
all-rap channel.

CARTOON continued page F2
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CARTOON
FROM PAGE F1
In the competition for cable programming time.
though, Tumer has an ace in the hole. Over half the
stock in the Cartoon Network company is owned by
a group of cable operators which includes TeleCommunications Inc. and Time Warner, that to-

get~er ~erve almost a third of c~g1~:::~~bscribers
nationwide.
.::::=.. · ·===:·:..·::...
Though Turnerwill not reve~'{(an·~gte~m~rt has
been made, the probability o~·.a :FJe~l.:.in.·1~~ near
.. =:
· ::;;::. "'=·===.:l:.
future seems likely.
The Cartoon Network alsq=ha.s .th.e 8fj~antage of
a relatively low operating co$!:. ·s.iAceT'\J·m~rn!rea:dy
owns all of the programming.==={
=:: ··::.:: · .:="·=
If all goes well, Turner h~· tq.. Oe- -pre8ucing
some original cartq~~=~1~pug~ ..A~_nnah-Barbara
within three yearsc: ..=:i:::::..:i:;..::::..:=:
:i=i:..:i:::··=:.
Once the gbahn~:i~ es~~!f.~~~d;.;T ~-ri1~~~pes to
expand it int'o:i~ernati:~i==~-~[:k~ts=.;.~artoons are

especially w.~;~h~: ~t;;~~~~Yo~.~~:"larket, as
they cross cultu~rn~~~~~~~~Q;e ~a~ily than live
action programminQil~~i~ean ~,..dupbed over in
h I
.:..:::.:·
: ..:·
anot er anguage ..:P=;==="
=•• :.:·=·
"Hucklebeny.:::Hq:o:nd is a blue dog - there· s
nothing ethnic{abopt him, :.. IIM:~==~g~Qrk President Scott Sal,a e~plaiaedllmmm1mm:::::::m:r==== ..
The prograrri~~~-b~:th=~=C~rtoon Network will be
designed to appeal to adults as well as children. The
UMorning Crew," which will air from 6-10 a.m., will

consist of four hours of
cartoons with an animated host named Bernie
Burnout and will target
younger viewers.
As the day progresses.
so will the age of the target audience. Afternoon
programming will be designed to appeal to a more
adult audience.
According to Betty
Cohen, the executive vice
president of the network,
45 percent of cartoon
watchers are over 18.
Youngsters are not to
be forgotten, of course, as
they make up the largest
percentage of cartoon
viewership - 4 7 'percent.
Warner Bros. beloved characters Bugs Bunny and the gang may contribute to
Since the major net- the success of new aU cartoon network <wam• bros.>
works basically restrict
Turner Network officials will not disclose the
their cartoon programming to Saturday mornings
and mid-afternoon hours during the week, the Car- number of households the Cartoon Network will
tOO,!l Network -is hoping to ·attract children whose reach until after it is on the air.
appetite for cartoons cannot be satisfied by a few
It will presumably be much larger than the nethours of programming a week.
work Turner was considering airing instead - the
"Between 8 and 10 p.m. you have the most kids Health Care Channel.
watching television. but there are no cartoons on,"
said Tumer spokesman, Gary McKillips.
• dave bauer
~
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PROBLEMS WITH?
•LANDLORDS
•INSURANCE
•CONTRACTS
•POLICE

NEED?
•A WILL
•NAME CHANGE
•UNCONTESTED
DISSOLUTION

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES PROVIDES STIJDENTS WITH
ASSISTANCE IN SELECTED AREAS OF LAW SUCH AS LANDLORD{fENANT, CONSUMER, NON-CRIMINAL, TRAFFIC &
UNCONTESTED DISSOLUTIONS. QUALIFIED STUDENTS CAN
RECEIVE CONSULTATION AND REPRESENTATION FREE OF
CHARGE.
FOR INFORMATION OR AN APPOINTMENT:
CALL 823-2538 OR STOP BY SC210,
MONDAY - FRIDAY 8AM-SPM
Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the
Student Government Association
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1992 The Olive Gorden Restaurants
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HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT COMBINES
.ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS.
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

· $5.25

WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

I
1

I

I
Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
~•
lt'salljust$5.25.Andyou
don't have to be a math
major to figure out that
that's a great deal.
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ITALIAN

•

~-
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RESTAURANT

WHERE ALLTHE BEST OF ITAlj'

Is YouRs.~

Available only at:
Orlando, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafoya Trail, 381-8084.
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Nicholas Cage's new film flops
f life was completely money. sex and complimenTwo actors in the forms ofJames
tary towels then Las Vegas would be heaven.
Caan and Sarah Jessica Parker
Imagine eloping to Vegas and choosing be- making this film might have seemed
tween a65,000dollardebttoa double dealing cardshark more like a vacation then work.
or begging your girlfriend to spend a weekend with him
They snorkeled in the crystal
in Hawaii.
blue waters of Hawaii's coral reef,
Attempting to find a logical answer to this question rode horseback along its endless
in a twisted crazy world is "Honeymoon in Vegas," beaches and climbed the flowery
which follows outlaw detective Nicolas Cage's quest peaksofitsmountainswhileNicolas
to retrieve his maiden Sarah Jessica Parker from the Cage was chasing cars. staying in
clutches of the evil Sheriff played by James Caan. But shacks with drunken chiefs and
enough allusions to Robin Hood. Let's talk about Elvis. diving out of airplanes over Las
In Andrew Bergman's directorial debut. "The Fresh- Vegas. The cinematographer Wilman," he created numerous allusions to Francis Ford liam Fraker uses these locales with
Coppola's, "The Godfather." most creatively casting massive flying overhead shots of
Marlon Brando in parody of the role which awarded him the Hawaiian mountains and the
Las Vegas night.
an Academy Award.
After being in Las Ve_gas my- - ·
Now on the 15th anniversary of EMs' death, he
casts Nicolas Cage. who had experience impersonat- self this past summer. it is obviing the King in David Lynch's "Wild at Heart." as the ous that the cinematographer
lead character Jack, a man of many complexes, one of captured the city's essence, but
not its magic.
them being a flying Elvis.
The shots taken of the volcano
As the ever unreasonable Jack, Nicolas Cage gives
a boring and forced performance lacking in the intense ·near the Mirage and helicopter
performances he gave in "Moonstruck." "Raising shots of Caesar's Place and the
) Arizona" and "Wild at Heart." Sarah Jessica Parker of Flamingo Hilton could have been
"LA. Story" is innocent and beautiful as Betsy but she taken just as brilliantly with a VHS
camcorder. The Hawaiian back- Nicholas Cage, James Cann and Sarah Jessica Parker star in .
is merely a pawn and without a challenging role.
James Caan who ironically played Sonny Corleone drops too despite their beauty new Vegas ~medy ccourt•ycoaumbt• pictures>
in "The Godfather" portrays Tommy. a chicanerous fail to conjure any magic for the
Up" performed by Billy Joel also provides a classic
villain whose evilness is not visually obvious until the film.
The only classic element evident is in the pres- quirk. But then what?
final moments of the film.
Despite its grand locales, "Honeymoon in Vegas,"
After playing the wise Mr. Miyagi in "The Karate ence of the Elvis impersonator who range from an
save
for James Caan and cameo appearances by Pat
Kid" films, Pat Morita is twistedly casted as a oblMous Asian poker who sings "Wise Men Say" after Jack
taxi driver in Hawaii who works for James Caan' s loses the high stakes poker game to the skydiving · Morita and Peter Boyle. is an uninspired piece of
character. Peter Boyle of "The Dream Tearn" wickedly Utah Flying Elvises who add a peculiar and magic filmmaking which despite Elvis' glow cannot save itself..
Just watch the cartoon at the beginning. then leave.
·
plays a Hawaii chief who acts likes a drunk and sings ending to the film.
• tim wassberg
The soundtrack of various Elvis songs ranging from
Broadway show tunes. Now to tropical beauty of
staff writer
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Iver Get Somebody
Total~ Wasted!

. lAKf

JH[ KfYS.

CAll A CAB.
lAKf A SlAND.

Let us handle your personal hair care needs

COST CUTTERS®
(FAMILY HAIR CARE)

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

Open 365 Days AYear
Mon. - Fri. 5:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Off our regular low prices for salon
quality haircuts, services and products

679-6766
OPEN DAILY

SUNCREST CENTER
University Blvd. &

Dean Rd.
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Three hot albums that paved the way for rap music
Even thougl rap music has been cround for more than 10 country.
years, there are stil ncrrsayers that impo/ it will never last. Al.
The pant of this article isn't to explain or justify rap music,
this point, to 'Sa'/ that rap music is a trend, or afad, is to do rap but rather to explain Wiat I feel are the three best rap albums
erid its performers agreatinjustre. Takea bokatthis pastweeks of all time. Each of these albums created new styles, pushed
Bil:x:ad chats... foor out of the tq:> 10 si19es are rap or rap new limits md broadened what audiences have come to
rnlJenced songs. It has been this watfa'q.Jtte afewyea:"S n<:m, expect from rap.
~the~ of rap doesn't seem to be sbMng cbMl.
#3. Beastie Boys uPaul's Boutique" -\Nhilett mey
The lasting power of rap seems to be its crossover into the have been safer and more popular to point oot the multimainstream white culture. Piap frst started as an inner city art platinum success of their first album, Ucense To II," tt would
form. Its prirmvy audience was the angry youths who lived in have been taking the easy "N'if'f out. Their second album,
these a-eas. The songs were often about distrust for the
Paul's Booti(J.le," is a free for all of samples and flowing
poke. sex, vdence and other things that teens could ~·~style rhymes. Upon initial release, this ab.Jm was apeas~ relate to or at least find entertaining.
,, ~~~""' .,: ~:~:~ plauded by critics and ignored lJ'j record buyers.
Tre l<ey to rap's success ha.Yelier, was found in ~
''\. Perhaps ~was ahead offs time,
.
the -Mlngiess for rcrlio and MlV to play the music ··::;:~=~ih.. -~ j~:.: ..·.: .·l~~v
\Nhile most rap abums in the mid to late 80s
fa-a national, ~nlywhite audience. The collaboratior ·~fs 1 --0 i'~ . '\'ere easily divided into separate songs, with "Paul's
between Run DMC crid Aerosmith also helped tc iA ·%~~· ~ .3outq.ie" it was hard to tell when a song ended and
break the mental barrier of people W'lo had never
When a new one began. It was a collage·of lyric and
experienced anything but rock n roH. Wtthin two years of the rtiythm. The Beasties vvould at times develop a beat just long
introdiction of "Yo! M1V Raps n it had become MTV' s highest enough to S8Y Ifwe were serious, look what we could do. But
11

11

II

hey, we're not so shut up," and before you knew ~ ~u were
onto the next riff.
#2. De La Soul ~ Feet High And Rising" - This
album exploded onto the scene with the smooth single Me,
Myselfandl," andneverlookedbackDel.acreatedanentirely
new form of rap, sort of ajazz oriented groc:Ne with alittle dsco
thrown in. While most artists were sampling James Brown to
death, De La searched high and ION for new and innoVative

rated show and expanded to a raily rather than weeklyfoonat.
'Miile rap's crossover to the mainstream seems to be the
key to its success. it also has a cbwn sde..According to rapper
lce-T, n0 controversy CNer rap music crid its ~cs came until
white kids' parents heard the music. In this respect, a mainstream crossover hurt rap becaise of blatant and sometimes
racist attacks aver content. Unfortunately, ~you want to sell
the records, you have to put up with the Tipper Gore's of this

11

.

sam~.~. from The Turtles to Steely Dan. ('Nhich, funny
enough, g::>t them sued with one of the largest SCITlpling
~uits everJ
With their lad back st)Ae, De La Srul was set apart, and a
welcome diversion from the an too tred g:ingsta rap of NVVA
The real success of this album is the fact that it spawned a
whole new ~ne of rappers ... The Jungle Brothers, A Tribe
Called Quest, Monie Love and more ra::ently, Black Sheep.
Together they are commonly known as The l\lative Tongues.
De La's folow up album "De La Soul Is Dead," is almost as
gcxxt if a little less novel.
#1. Public Enemy ufear Of A Black Planet"
Without question, this is the greatest rap album of all time. It
pushes bass, beats, lyrics and messages into a whole new
realm of possibilities. This album plays at a breakneck pace
never forgetting the strong JX)titics of its lyrics. One can listen
to this album one of two ways, musically or lyrically. The
production work and mixing by TerminatorX are so smooth, so
flaWess. so invig::>rating, that tt is nearly impossible to sit still.
On the flip side, the lyrics as rapped by Oluck D and Flavor
Flav, are so brutally honest and verbally rhythmic that the
messages thrcmn forward ere hard to igic:x-e. This album is
total perfection. Never so preachy as to distract from the
beats, and never to goofy as to sound like Vanilla Ice. If there
is one album that every rap fan should own and worship this is
it. And for all yci'll suckers that don't knON, check it out.
• davd j. shoulberg
staff reporter
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FREE TICKET CONTEST
WIN A TICKET TO SINGLES
BY ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTION

+

Q: What are three films Matt Dillon starred in?
A.I.nerican Red Cross

Come to the Central Florida Future Editorial Office (next to the old art domesJ

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
~plan Prep.
We've produced more top scores on teslJI like the
I.SAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other .
courses combined. Which means if you're DOC lalciog
Kaplan Prep,"IW you may need to take more than a #2
pencil to the test.
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~DY-ONE--------~
I FOOTLONG at regular price
I
I GET QNE
Withthiscoupon
I
I FOOTLONG of comparabb value Alafaya store only I
One coLpOn per customer please. Not valid
IJilt
double me.at or in c_ontJination with other fl i I Jf 11 I [ ; \
rs or speaals. Valid through 9-14·92
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